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T 
he Government of Nepal, in 

collaboration with the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the 

United Nations (FAO), has today 

launched a National Action Plan to 

eradicate hunger from the country by 2025. 

The National Action Plan on the Zero 

Hunger Initiative in Nepal (2016 – 2025) 

was launched jointly by Nepalese Prime 

Minister KP Oli and FAO Director-General 

José Graziano da Silva in Kathmandu. 

 

The National Action Plan was prepared by 

the Ministry of Agricultural Development in 

collaboration with the United Nations and 

with the technical support of FAO. Nepal’s 

initiative to eradicate hunger in the country 

is in line with the Zero Hunger Challenge 

declared by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-

moon in 2012.  

During his remarks, Prime Minister Oli said 

Nepal was one of a very few countries with 

"food sovereignty and right to food 

enshrined in its Constitution”. Adopting the 

Zero Hunger Challenge and implementing 

this National Action Plan to meet such a 

challenge in the country is both pertinent 

and timely.  

Prime Minister Oli said that poverty and 

hunger are humiliating factors for all 

humanity in the 21st century. “I would like 

to make a serious commitment that 

malnutrition will be eliminated within ten 

years,” the Prime Minsiter said, further 

adding that as head of the Government of 

Nepal he is fully committed to provide 

support for ending hunger in the country by 

2025.  

The FAO Director–General, acknowledged 

Nepal’s high-level political will as well as its 
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commitment in setting hunger and poverty 

eradication targets in its national priority 

agenda. He further acknowledged that the 

National Action Plan is in line with the 

Sustainable Development Goals adopted by 

the international community last year.  

The Director-General said FAO would 

continue supporting the Government of 

Nepal and development partners, including 

civil society organizations, to materialize 

the targets set under the National Action 

Plan.  

Haribol Prasad Gajural, Minister for 

Agricultural Development pointed out that 

the Ministry is already heading towards the 

goal of eradicating hunger through its 

approval of the Agriculture Development 

Strategy, and the recently declared 27-

Points commitment, which aim to make the 

country self-reliant in agriculture 

production.      

Yuva Raj Khatiwada, Vice Chairperson of the 

National Planning Commission highlighted 

the importance of the National Action Plan 

in the context of Nepal’s desire to upgrade 

its current status of least developed country 

to a developing country by 2022. He said 

addressing the challenge of eradicating 

hunger will create the foundation for this 

milestone to be accomplished. He 

emphasized its relevance in the context of 

overcoming the challenge of hunger and 

rehabilitation posed by the devastating 

earthquake of April 2015.      

Uttam Kumar Bhattarai, Secretary of the 

Ministry of Agricultural Development, said 

the preparation of the National Action Plan 

has provided a common institutional 

platform for related stakeholders in 

designing, implementing and coordinating 

the annual plans to meet the food and 

nutrition security targets of the country. 

Michael Jones, United Nations’ Resident 

Coordinator emphasized the need of 

building synergy among related 

development partners to ensure the plan’s 

successful accomplishment. He said that 

while Nepal has been successful in reducing 

poverty over the past few years, eradicating 

hunger by 2025 could still be a big challenge 

for the country to maintain the momentum 

of progress towards the envisaged 

direction. He suggested running fund-

raising campaigns among the concurring 

institutional support groups for successful 

implementation of the planned targets.  

INCB annual Report launched in Nepal 

UNIC in collaboration with UNODC  

launched the annual Report published by 

the International Narcotics Control Board 

2015 on 03 March in Nepal. On the 

occasion, UNIC National Information Officer 

Ram Babu Shah gave a preview of the 

Report to the media. Mr. Phanindra Mani 

Pokharel, Under Secretary, Ministry of 

Home Affairs in charge of the Narcotic 

Control Division highlighted narcotic drug 

control situation in Nepal as per which the 

trend of substance abuse is increasing in 

Nepal. UNODC Programme Officer in  Nepal 

Ms. Binija Goperma also supplemented on 

the drug abuse situation in Nepal.     

KATHMANDU, 3 March  2016 —  Mr. Phanindra Mani Pokharel, Under Sec-

retary, Ministry of Home Affairs in charge 

of the Narcotic  Control Division, launching 

the INCB report.  

Photo: UNIC  
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W 
ielding a khukuri – a 

traditional curved 

Nepalese knife – Sancha 

Hang Subba chops a 

bamboo with ultimate precision, turning it 

into fine pieces of stick to be used for 

building shelters. 

Last year in June, along with 14 fellow 

refugees from Bhutan who live in camps in 

eastern Nepal, Subba travelled to this 

remote mountainous village in central 

Nepal to help Nepalese families rebuild 

their lives following the devastating 

earthquakes of April 25 and May 12 that 

killed nearly 9,000 people, injured some 

22,000 more and destroyed at least 

500,000 homes. 

"I am glad that I am able to help Nepalese 

people at this time of crisis," said Subba, 30, 

who led the team. "All these years, we have 

stayed in close harmony. We are living the 

life of refugees for political reasons. Now 

due to the earthquake, many Nepalese 

families are facing a refugee-like situation." 

Ramechhap district was declared as one of 

the 14 districts most affected by the recent 

disaster. At least 39 people were killed and 

more than 90 per cent of the houses 

damaged. UNHCR was one of the first 

agencies to distribute tarpaulins in the 

district. And following a rapid assessment, 

the agency coordinated with the local 

authorities to mobilize a team of skilled 

refugees to help and train the affected 

population to build shelters using locally 

available resources like bamboo and wood. 

"People are in real pain as they have been 

living under the tarps and cowsheds near 

their flattened houses," said Subba. "They 

didn't know that they could use bamboo to 

build temporary shelters. Now they are 

really excited to know and work with our 

support." 

The refugees worked with the earthquake 

survivors from dusk till dawn and their 

craftsmanship became an important 

foundation in the rebuilding efforts. The 

team built three bamboo huts in a small 

settlement in Ramechhap municipality and 

helped another 20 vulnerable households in 

Saune Danda village in Chyasku. 

"I am grateful to the Bhutanese refugees 

for helping build my bamboo hut," said 73-

year-old Pancha Maya Tamang, who had 

been living under a plastic sheet for over a 

month. 

Until the team's arrival, she had been very 

worried about her grandchildren due to the 

fast-approaching monsoon season. "At least 

now we have a durable roof and I don't 

have to worry about rain and windstorms," 

she said. "My seven grandchildren can now 

sleep tight." 

A local youth was also impressed by the 

support. "I didn't know about building 

shelters from bamboo. I am really glad they 

are here to help and train us," said 21-year-

old Regan Shrestha, who worked with the 

refugees to build a hut for his family. 

"I am learning new skills from them. This 

will help me to get back on my feet," said 

Shrestha. "There is a shortage of skilled 

people in the village to rebuild and 

reconstruct so their arrival is very timely." 

Subba, who is the camp secretary of 

Beldangi refugee camp in Damak, said 

modestly: "The need for support is 

immense and what we are doing is very 

little. I wish I could be of more help." 

Yet this is not the first time the refugee 

community chipped in. Within two weeks of 

the first quake, they raised $2,500 in the 

camps and worked with UNHCR and the 

authorities to deliver food, kitchen and 

hygiene supplies to 200 affected families in 

Sindhuli district in central Nepal. 

Beldangi's deputy camp secretary Tikaram 

Rasaili, 33, accompanied the 14-hour bus 

trip to Sindhuli in mid-May last year. 

"When we arrived in Nepal [in the early 

1990s], we were in a desperate situation," 

he recalled. "But the Nepalese people 

wholeheartedly opened their arms for us. It 

is an opportunity to give something back to 

them at this time of crisis. That's why we 

made this small effort. We are glad we did." 

There are currently more than 16,000 

refugees originating from Bhutan in two 

camps in eastern Nepal. 

Refugees from Bhutan help 

Nepalese rise from the ruins 

Refugees, locals and UNHCR staff working 

together to fix roof. 

Photo: UNHCR 

RAMECHHAP, Nepal, (UNHCR)  — 
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I 
shwori is a six-grader from the 

Mahendragram Higher Secondary 

School in Sudal, Bhaktapur. Being shy 

and reserved by nature, she faced 

difficulties opening up about her fear and 

feelings following the devastating 

earthquake that hit Nepal in April 2015. 

Facilitators observed that she had 

difficulties engaging in classroom 

interactions, just gave yes or no answers, 

avoided eye contact, and demonstrated 

constant fear and irritation with noises. 

Through personal counseling, art therapy, 

physical activity, music and other methods, 

counsellors observed a changing breathing 

pattern as well as increased interaction and 

engagement in the classroom. Ishwori 

gradually regained the confidence she had 

lost following the earthquake.  

The strong natural disaster that hit Nepal 

claimed over 8,000 human lives, left more 

than 22,000 people injured and devastated 

national, cultural, historical properties, 

including hundreds of schools in more than 

50 districts. Many of the displaced were 

children, uprooted from their homes, their 

families and their schools. The education 

system – like many of the country’s 

essential systems and infrastructure – was 

crippled by the disaster.  

Yet, more than the physical loss, the 

earthquake had potentially long-lasting 

impact on the psyches of survivors, 

especially on children. Within the 14 most 

affected districts, the earthquake caused 

negative repercussions on more than 80% 

of the schools, directly affecting over 1 

million children. 

Ishowri is one of the 1800 children in the 

districts of Kathmandu and Bhaktapur 

comforted by UNESCO’s psychosocial 

support programme. In the process, more 

than 50 local young leaders were also 

trained and empowered to uplift their own 

communities in the post-earthquake 

circumstances. To support children’s 

education and help them engage in learning 

after the potentially traumatic effect of the 

earthquake, UNESCO provided immediate 

psychosocial support to children, parents 

and other community members through 

Community Learning Centers (CLCs). 

The psychosocial comfort brought about by 

the programme is important in bringing 

children back to schools. UNESCO also 

provided support to community members, 

through Community Learning Centers 

(CLCs), many of whom were mothers, as 

their involvement is crucial in the effort of 

bringing children back to school. UNESCO 

further supported the Ministry of Education 

in producing a video message as part of the 

“Back to School” campaign.  

Victory for Nepali Children: 

UNESCO’s “Back to School” 

Psychosocial support programme to 

Children by UNESCO 
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T 
he Shantipur Temple’s fate 

changed overnight as it suffered 

great loss during the 2015 

earthquake, which struck much of 

Nepal. The earthquake left the temple and 

its mural paintings in a dire state - but not 

for long. Local communities desire 

Shantipur to rebuild rapidly to bring back its 

status as one of significant worship place to 

the Kathmandu devotees.  

The brick and mud structure located in the 

Swayambhu Monument Zone of the 

Kathmandu Valley World Heritage Site, is an 

important Newari Buddhist shrine. The 

quake severely damaged several walls, 

including the northern wall consisting of 

large-scale depictions of Buddhist deities of 

the vestibule, which collapsed turning the 

murals into ruin. 

A team of national and international 

experts has worked together to safeguard 

the mural paintings. Thousands of these 

painting-fragments were salvaged from 

piles of debris and taken to the National 

Museum in Chaauni. After careful structural 

assessment, the Department of 

Archaeology, UNESCO and the Federation 

of Swayambhu Management and 

Conservation asserted that the extent of 

the damage and highly vulnerable wall 

conditions implied that in-situ preservation 

was not possible. The detachment of the 

mural paintings was deemed necessary to 

save what was left. But why does Shantipur 

represent such an artistic icon for Nepal? 

Here’s where history, memory and myth 

collide.  

The inscription, dating from 1658, 

commemorates King Pratap Malla’s 

incursion into the shrine during the time of 

drought to pacify the serpent deities and 

bring rain. The shrine consists of two 

precincts: the secret inner chamber - where 

the esoteric deity Cakrasamvara is 

worshiped; the vestibule- where an 

elaborate mural painting of the Buddhist 

text, Svayambhūpurāna, is depicted. This 

scripture is one of the most important 

Newari Buddhist texts describing the origin 

of the Kathmandu Valley. Although the 

recent painting only dates back to 1904, 

during the time of its renovation, evidence 

emerged that the painting already existed 

during the time of King Pratap Malla. The 

depiction of Svayambhūpurāna is 

historically important not only due to its 

rarity but also because of its connection to 

the foundation of the city of Kathmandu. 

The rescue mission of the temple’s mural 

paintings was led by international 

conservation specialist Rodolfo Luján-

Lunsford. They used the Stacco technique -

or detachment of the mud-plaster and 

painting with render alone- to remove the 

wall painting from the structure of which it 

formed part. A total of 31 fragments of 

different sizes from the South, East and 

West walls have been carefully detached, 

properly treated, documented, and moved 

to the National Museum. 

“This is indeed a great contribution for the 

sake of keeping the memory of humanity’s 

origins and culture,” Luján explained.  

Now a team of Nepali conservators is 

working for further treatment of the 

fragments recovered. The team consists of 

staff members from the Department of 

Archaeology, its Central Conservation 

Laboratory for Cultural Heritage, the 

National Museum, the Hanumandhoka 

Palace Museum and the National Art 

Gallery in Bhaktapur. They will be engaged 

in consolidating and backing work with 

appropriate treatment until April 2016. 

The rescue work was carried out in the 

framework of a conservation workshop-

cum-training  which allowed participants to 

enhance their expertise through theoretical 

sessions, laboratory exercises and practical 

learnings. They also gained knowledge of in

-situ conservation treatment, including 

cleaning blackened murals at Vasupura 

Temple located southeast of the 

Swayambhu Stupa. The initiative was 

carried out by the Department of 

Archaeology and UNESCO in collaboration 

with the ICOMOS Nepal, with funding 

support from the Fok Ying Tung Foundation 

Funds-in-Trust. 

“Once the precious fragments get fully 

reintegrated and recomposed as depicted 

on the original walls of Shantipur, we will 

decide how to best display them,” stated 

the Director General of the Department of 

Archaeology Bhesh Narayan Dahal.  

This initiative represents a great 

collaborative effort between national and 

international experts. The unique 

experience gained over the months will 

enhance Nepal’s capacity of restoring wall 

paintings; an important aspect of the 

country’s heritage.  

Fall and Rise of Shantipur Mural 

Paintings: Nepal’s Cultural 

Treasure  

Conservation of murals of Shantipur tem-

ple © Department of Archaeology 
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“ Little drops of water can form 

a mighty ocean.  Similarly, 

our dream for Nepal’s 

economic prosperity can 

come true if every drop of youthful energy is 

tapped into.” 

This is the message that a youth advocate in 

Mid-Western Nepal is bringing to his 

community and different stakeholders in his 

home district. “Youth participation has not 

yet been the mainstay of our national and 

local plans. Thus advocates like me have to 

stand shoulder to shoulder with other 

young people,” says Dileep Kumar Yadav, 

who is the Chairperson of a youth network 

in Kapilvastu. 

 Yadav has been partnering with other 

youth activists to advocate for policies and 

champion programmes that will take young 

people’s needs into account. One of them is 

Asmita Ghimire who is also a member of 

the same network. “Because gender 

inequality, child marriage, teenage 

pregnancy and lack of education in our 

district have a profound impact on youth’s 

future, we have been working with other 

young people and stakeholders to bring 

about positive changes,” says the 21-year-

old. 

Yadav and Ghimire took part alongside 

other young people in a youth gathering on 

January 1 where they worked on an action 

plan that will contribute to making their 

district a better place for young people. 

Organized by the local development 

authority, District Development Committee 

(DDC) of Kapilvastu, with technical and 

financial support of UNFPA, the United 

Nations Population Fund, the youth 

gathering highlighted why the health, 

rights, dignity and well-being of young 

people should be put at the center of the 

development agenda. 

UNFPA has been partnering with DDCs in 18 

districts, including Kapilvastu, to promote 

youth participation in the decisions that 

affect them, strengthen their ability to 

advance human rights and development 

issues such as health, education and 

employment. The UN agency has long 

supported youth networks like the one 

Yadav is leading and adolescent girl circles 

Of young people, by young people 

and for young people 

Youths working on action plan to make 

their district a better place for young 

people. Photo: UNFPA  

“Youth participation has not yet been the mainstay 

of our national and local plans. Thus advocates like 

me have to stand shoulder to shoulder with other 

young people.” 
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become involved in local planning and to 

promote health, human rights and end 

harmful practices in their communities. 

 Members of the youth network in 

Kapilvastu have come up with an 11-point 

plan that they are planning to implement to 

bring about some tangible results in their 

communities, says Yadav. They include: 

• Forming youth networks in remaining 

villages. 

• Activating all youth networks to work 

towards ending harmful practices such as 

gender-based violence including child 

marriage, preventing open defecation and 

promoting “home delivery-free’ villages. 

• Ensuring youth participation in the 

campaigns initiated by local authorities 

against open defecation, child marriage, 

home delivery and malnutrition as well as 

for full immunization, model healthy 

villages, literacy etc. 

• Taking initiatives to establish a district 

youth employment promotion center and a 

technical institute. 

• Advocating for youth participation in 

every developmental work. 

• Taking initiatives to provide vocational 

training for marginalized and poor youths. 

• Mobilizing young people to conserve and 

promote the culture and arts of Kapilvastu. 

• Pressurizing local authorities to set up a 

mechanism so that foreign job aspirants can 

receive proper counseling before they leave 

the country. 

• Mobilizing young people in rescue and 

relief work during natural disasters and 

emergencies. 

• Taking initiatives to run employment 

programmes for marginalized and 

vulnerable girls. 

• Conducting activities to discourage drug 

use among adolescent boys. 

Nepal hosts SAARC dialogue to promote youth 

participation in the implementation of SDGs 

F 
ollowing the adoption of the 

landmark Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) which 

will serve as the guiding 

framework for each country’s development 

between now and 2030, the Government of 

Nepal hosted its first ever SAARC-level 

event aimed at promoting youth 

participation in the implementation of 

SDGs. 

The “SAARC Regional Dialogue on 

Promoting Youth Participation in the 

Implementation of SDGs” that formally 

started on 24 March 2016 brought together 

young representatives from the 

governments of all eight SAARC Member 

States and government stakeholders to 

explore ways and means to promote 

effective youth engagement mechanisms at 

national and sub-national levels in South 

Asia. 

The SAARC dialogue was hosted by the 

Government of Nepal in collaboration with 

the SAARC Secretariat, with technical and 

financial support from United Nations 

Population Fund (UNFPA). 

“We are delighted to host the SAARC Youth 

Dialogue in Nepal,” said Nepal’s Minister for 

Youth and Sports Satya Narayan Mandal 

addressing the inaugural ceremony. “Youth 

in the SAARC region have similar problems, 

opportunities and challenges. Poverty and 

youth unemployment in particular are 

noted as significant challenges. These 

problems can be solved through the 

development of youth skills, 

entrepreneurship, leadership, and also by 

increasing youth participation.” 

Other officials attending the opening 

ceremony included Laxman Prasad Mainali, 

Secretary of Ministry of Youth and Sports; 

Mr. Madhav Prasad Dhungel, Vice-

Chairperson of the National Youth Council; 

Fathimath Najwa, Director of Social Affairs 

at the SAARC Secretariat; Lubna Baqi 

Deputy Regional Director, UNFPA Asia and 

the Pacific Regional Office; and delegates 

from the SAARC Member States.  

A total of 19 youth and 13 government 

representatives from SAARC Member States 

participated in the two-day Regional 

Dialogue. The main objective of the event 

was to share best practices and experiences 

across SAARC countries in policy 

development and involve young people in 

this process. The gathering will make 

recommendations on future plans and 

strategies to strengthen youth participation 

within SAARC countries in achieving the 

SDGs. 

Earlier on March 23, a workshop with the 

youth representatives from each of the 

SAARC Member States saw meaningful 

discussions on youth participation in the 

development and implementation of 

policies and programmes at national and 

sub-national levels to implement the SDGs. 

SAARC level event aimed at promoting 

youth participation in the implementation 

of SDGs.  

Photo: UNFPA 
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T 
oday, on International Women’s 

Day, we join governments and 

activists across the world to 

celebrate acts of courage and 

determination by ordinary women who 

have played an extraordinary role in the 

history of their countries, communities and 

families. We take a moment to celebrate 

the many achievements, to take stock of 

the remaining gaps and challenges, and to 

call for change. This March 8th we strive for 

the future we want, Planet 50-50 by 2030 – 

the expiry date for all forms of gender 

inequality, discrimination and violence, the 

goal set in the context of the Political 

Declaration adopted by the 59th Session of 

Commission on Status of Women. The new 

global Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) hold the promise to transform our 

world for the better. A world where a girl 

can truly be and do whatever she wants, 

and women are able to participate equally 

in leadership across all areas of society. In 

2030, there should be more women 

presidents, more women CEOs of 

companies, more women presidents of 

universities, more women local governance 

leaders, more women generals in the army, 

more women chiefs of police, more women 

political party leaders. Reaching planet 50-

50 is anything but business as usual. We 

need transformation to overcome barriers 

to creating the future we want.  

Women form over half of the world’s 

population, yet women remain under-

represented in most of the institutions that 

make decisions about key aspects of their 

lives. This occurs despite their proven 

abilities as leaders and agents of change, 

and their right to participate equally in 

democratic governance and all spheres of 

society. They are under-represented in 

elected offices, the civil service, the private 

sector and academia, from the global to the 

local level. As of autumn 2015, only 22 per 

cent of all national parliamentarians were 

female, a slow increase from 11.3 per cent 

in 1995, while 11 women served as Head of 

State and 13 served as Head of Government 

globally. In Nepal women are increasingly 

assuming leadership roles and have become 

more active as political leaders, peace 

agents, entrepreneurs and frontline 

responders to the 2015 earthquakes.  

The promulgation of Nepal’s new 

constitution in September 2015 has been 

followed by the formation of a new 

government, including the election of 

Nepal’s first woman President, Bidhya Devi 

Bhandari and Onsari Gharti Magar as the 

country’s first woman Speaker. The 

constitution ensures the fundamental right 

of women to participate in all state organs 

on the basis of the proportional inclusion 

principle and guarantees women’s political 

representation in various government 

structures and at the leadership level to a 

significant extent. The 2008 Constituent 

Assembly (CA) elections in Nepal was a 

milestone in women’s representation in 

parliament, with women securing 33 per 

cent of the seats; a significant step forward 

from less than 7 per cent in previous 

elections. As of November 2015, 

representation of women in the Nepali CA 

was 29 per cent with 176 female CA 

members out of 598. Yet, the 

representation of women across sectors as 

of 2014 was only 16% in civil service, 4.5% 

in the judiciary, 5.8% in the Nepal Police, 

5% in the Armed Police Force, and 3.2% in 

the Nepalese Army. Women's 

proportionate and effective representation 

in decision-making requires further 

strengthening across sectors – in political 

parties, the private sector, trade unions, the 

security sector and academia.  

This reality of under-representation, 

exclusion and discrimination is holding back 

women, progress for them and members of 

their societies in many parts of the world. 

Building on the provisions in the new 

Constitution and the Gender and Social 

Inclusion Policy of the Election Commission, 

the upcoming local elections in Nepal need 

to be shaped by women’s leadership and 

decision-making at the local level, as both 

equal voters and as candidates nominated 

by political parties. The United Nations in 

Nepal is committed to supporting the 

Government to step it up for gender 

equality, women’s human rights and the 

empowerment of all women in Nepal. 

UN Joint Statement on International Women’s Day 

2016 

KATHMANDU, 3 March 2016 —  

“As women thrive, so will we all. If girls are held back, the 

whole world feels the pain. The world will never realize 

100 per cent of its goals if 50 per cent of its people cannot 

realize their full potential.”  
— United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
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O 
n 23 April, Kalpana Shrestha 

dropped her four-year-old 

daughter off at her mother’s 

house for a few days. Kalpana 

returned home to her village in Sano 

Sirubari, two hours away in the central part 

of Nepal, but promised to pick her up soon. 

“My daughter loved spending time with her 

grandparents, and she got to drink fresh 

buffalo milk,” she says. 

Two days later, at around 11.30 a.m., 

Kalpana’s mother left her granddaughter 

sleeping in her cot while she caught up on 

her household chores. At 11.56 a.m., the 

ground started shaking violently. It was the 

7.8-magnitude earthquake that hit Nepal on 

25 April and killed 9,000 people. The shock 

was so severe that her house collapsed 

immediately. 

The strong aftershocks kept coming so no 

one could go in to pull Kalpana’s daughter 

out. Kalpana rushed back to find the house 

turned to dust. She tried to dig her 

daughter out, with help from her parents, 

but it was too late. 

“They told me she was dead. They pulled 

her body out. I don’t remember what 

happened to me after that. I passed out,” 

Kalpana says, recalling the horror of that 

day, tears welling in her eyes. “I had left her 

with my mother so that she could drink 

buffalo milk and be healthy. I should have 

kept her with me… Maybe then she 

would’ve survived.” 

This is not the first tragedy in Kalpana’s life. 

A few years ago, she lost her eldest child, a 

two-year old, in a drowning accident. “It 

took me a long time to get over that 

tragedy. At least I had my younger daughter 

then. Now she is also gone,” Kalpana says, 

wincing at the memory. 

The days following the earthquake are all 

still a blur for Kalpana. She has little 

recollection of what happened to her. 

“We lost her to the trauma and pain of 

losing her children,” says her sister-in-law, 

Renu Shrestha. She says Kalpana suffered 

severe depression and would just stare into 

space, not responding to anything. Then 

she would disappear for weeks. “Her 

mother-in-law spent days looking for her, 

Psychosocial counselling helps 

earthquake survivors in Nepal 

overcome loss 

Kalpana Shrestha doing her day-to-day 

chores in Sanosirubari VDC-2 at her home 

in Chautara, Sindhupalchwok, Nepal.  

Photo: UN Women/N. Shrestha 

Severely traumatized after losing her four-year-old daughter 

during the April 2015 earthquake in Nepal, Kalpana Shrestha is 

on the road to recovery today, thanks to psychosocial 

counselling she received at a UN Women-supported multi-

purpose women’s centre in Sindhupalchok District. To date, the 

centre has provided psychosocial counselling to nearly 500 

women and young girls. 

SINDHUPALCHWOK, 29 March 2016 — 
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following her trail and bringing her safely 

back,” says Renu.   

Sarita Shrestha is a social mobilizer for the 

women’s organization, SAATHI, in 

Sindhupalchok. In response to the April and 

May earthquakes, SAATHI, with support 

from UN Women Nepal, has been running a 

multi-purpose women’s centre (MPWC) in 

Chautara, Sindhupalchok District, providing 

health, legal, psychosocial, livelihood and 

other support for women earthquake 

survivors. To date, the centre has provided 

psychosocial counselling to nearly 500 

women and young girls. 

Sarita learned about Kalpana’s condition 

while visiting homes in her area, and knew 

right away that she needed counselling and 

mental health assistance, so she 

approached SAATHI’s psychosocial 

counsellor, Juni Maya Shrestha, who 

decided to pay Kalpana a home visit. 

When Juni arrived, Kalpana refused to 

come out and talk. After much coaxing, she 

did, but would not answer questions. “She 

had her head down; she refused to meet 

my eyes, and would keep staring at her 

hands mindlessly,” recalls Juni. 

She knew this was only the beginning of a 

long road to counselling. Juni spent a long 

time just talking to Kalpana and making her 

feel comfortable, building trust. Kalpana 

dropped by the MPWC several times over 

the following months, talking to Juni and 

participating in counselling sessions. 

Almost seven months since Juni’s first visit 

to Kalpana, on this particular March day, 

Kalpana greeted Juni and her team wearing 

her best clothes, eager to tell her story of 

recovery. 

“Kalpana is a totally different person; she is 

happy; she is active helping her family; she 

is healthy. But most importantly, she is 

open to talking about the trauma she went 

through with the death of her children,” 

says Juni. 

There is warmth and trust between Juni and 

Kalpana. “I like visiting the Centre, it makes 

me feel safe to know that there are people 

that I can talk to about how bad or good I 

feel,” says Kalpana. “They have taught me 

that what I have is a mental illness, and that 

it can be managed.” 

When she lost her first baby, she dealt with 

the trauma because she had another to 

take care of. “When I lost my youngest, I 

didn’t have anyone to live for,” says 

Kalpana, “But now I know that I have to live 

for me; that I have to be healthy and happy 

because my family, my in-laws depend on 

me.” 

Kalpana is now beginning to think about 

what she wants to do in the future. She 

wants to learn a skill she’ll enjoy and to 

make money. “I’ve always wanted to open 

a hair and beauty salon—I could cut 

women’s hair, put makeup on brides, do 

their nails and make them feel better.” 

And she is no longer in a rush to have more 

children. “My doctors, counsellors, family 

tell me I am just 25; that if I want to have 

children, I have plenty of time,” she says, 

adding with a smile: “For now I want to 

concentrate on my health and on my 

happiness.” 

Kalpana Shrestha (left) has received 

psychosocial counselling for her trauma, as 

well as support from her mother-in-law 

(right), pictured here in Sanosirubari VDC -

2 in Chautara, Sindhupalchwok, Nepal. 

Photo: UN Women/N. Shrestha 

“Her mother-in-law spent 

days looking for her, fol-

lowing her trail and bring-

ing her safely back,”  
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Kathmandu, Nepal – Over 100 women from 

14 earthquake worst affected districts 

jointly issued the Kathmandu Declaration 

on disaster risk management during the 

second day of the two day national 

conference on Women in Gender 

Responsive Disaster Management 

organised by different women groups with 

support from UN Women Nepal and IM 

Swedish Development Partner. 

The 15-point Kathmandu Declaration 2016 

calls for a gender-responsive reconstruction 

approach, programmes that offers 

economic empowertment opportunities to 

women affected by earthquake, special 

package for women with disabilities and 

those from the marginalised community, 

and 50 percent women representaion in 

the National Reconstruction Authority at all 

levels. 

Addressing the concluding ceremony of the 

two day national conference, Minister for 

Home Affairs, Shakti Basnet said, “The 

constitution of Nepal guarantees the 

fundamental right of women to participate 

in all state organs, this is applicable to the 

National Reconstruction Authority (NRA) as 

well. It is welcoming that we have two 

women representatives in the advisory 

committee of the NRA. However, it is 

essential to have women in the NRA at all 

levels, including in the executive and 

directive committees to address issues 

specific to women, and therefore I will take 

up the issue of women representation in 

the NRA to the cabinet.” Minister Shakti 

Basnet further stresssed that women are 

critical partners for success, and they have 

the right to participate in the decision-

making on how and where resources should 

be allocated in all recovery and 

reconstruction related programmes. 

Speaking at the same programme, the 

Representative of UN Women Nepal, Ziad 

Seikh said, “Disasters have been found to 

reinforce, perpetuate and increase gender 

inequality and women’s potential 

contributions to disaster risk reduction are 

often overlooked and female leadership in 

building community resilience frequently 

disregarded. Strengthening the role of 

women and girls in disaster risk reduction is 

critical for achieving gender equality and 

empowerment and building disaster 

resilience of communities.” Representative 

Ziad Seikh also expressed UN Women’s 

commitment to ensure maximum women’s 

participation in all recovery and 

reconstruction efforts. In the immediate 

aftermath of the earthquake, UN Women 

UN Women supports a declaration 

on disaster risk manangement by 

women from earthquake worse 

affected districts 

National Conference on Women in Gender 

Responsive Disaster Management.  

Photo: UN Women 

KATHMANDU, 2 March 2016 — 
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Nepal provided technical support to 

women’s organisations to develop a 

Common Charter of Demands for gender 

equality and women’s empowerment in the 

humanitarian response. 

Chair of the Core group of Women’s 

organisations currently working on disaster 

risk reduction, Ms Chadani Joshi said, 

“Today I am happy to see women from 14 

earthquake affected districts demand the 

government their full participation in all 

reconstruction and recovery related 

programmes. I am very hopeful that this 

conference together with the Common 

Charter of Demands for Gender Equality 

and the Empowerment of Women in the 

humanitarian response and the Kathmandu 

Declaration on disaster risk management 

announced today will provide vital guidance 

on gender in disaster to all and inform the 

Government of Nepal.” Chairperson 

Chadani Joshi also requested UN Women 

Representative to share the declaration 

with the wider UN community and other 

development partners. The Core group of 

Women Organisation working on disaster 

that Chadni Joshi chairs comprise of Jagaran 

Nepal, Home Net South Asia, Beyond 

Beijing Committee, Media Action group 

(MAG), Forum for Women, Law and 

Development (FWLD), Feminist Dalit 

Organisation (FEDO), Women for Human 

Rights (WHR), and SAATHI. 

Meanwhile, Dr Bishnu Bhandari, member of 

the National Reconstruction Authority NRA 

said, “The Kathmandu declaration on 

disaster risk management has been issued 

at an appropriate time. It is a useful 

guidance to make the earthquake relief 

distribution and reconstruction work 

women centric.” 

Similarly, Sharmila Karki, Member of the 

Advisory Council of the NRA and 

Chairperson of Jagaran Nepal said, “Lessons 

from Nepal provide essential guidance for 

ongoing efforts in Nepal, the region, and 

globally to ensure that gender equality and 

women’s empowerment is central in 

humanitarian action. The experiences from 

this National Conference, for example, 

could inform UN Women Asia-Pacific 

Regional Conference on gender and risk 

reduction (Vietnam, April 2016), and the 

Asia Ministerial Conference on Disaster Risk 

Reduction (New Delhi, November 2016).” 

In the immediate aftermath of the 

earthquake, UN Women through its 

established partnership with women’s 

groups, distributed non-food items, 

provided psychosocial counselling and 

established five multi-purpose women 

centres and three information centres 

reaching approx. 42,703 affected women. It 

made significant contributions to 

humanitarian results by ensuring the 

Government and UN’s response to the 2015 

earthquakes integrated women’s 

empowerment and gender equality. 

“Disasters have been 

found to reinforce, 

perpetuate and increase 

gender inequality and 

women’s potential 

contributions to disaster 

risk reduction are often 

overlooked and female 

leadership in building 

community resilience 

frequently disregarded. 

Strengthening the role of 

women and girls in 

disaster risk reduction is 

critical for achieving 

gender equality and 

empowerment and 

building disaster resilience 

of communities.” 

 

Ziad Seikh 

Representative of UN 

Women Nepal 
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United Nations System in Nepal has 

produced 1393 reports and publications in 

2015. There are 69 thematic groups that 

the UN system has worked in the last year. 

“Disaster prevention, preparedness & 

relief”, development, food & nutrition, 

social development, publication dynamics, 

disease prevention and control, and 

agricultural economics and policy were 

major seven social sectors covered last 

year. The UN has produced 920 publications 

related disaster relief during post 

earthquake disaster in Nepal last year. The 

publications of the disaster relief were 

64.04 per cent of total publications of 2015 

followed by 6.82 per cent of development 

reports, shows the UN concern and works 

during post disaster in Nepal. Situation of 

earthquake, district profile and situation, 

statistical information by clusters, maps, 

earthquake victim stories and updates of 

funds mobilization were major reports and 

publications during the post disaster. Table 

1 is a list of thematic groups of UN works in 

2015. 

Overall 23 UN Agencies in Nepal have 

contributed their publications in UN Digital 

Repository in 2015 making 1393 the 

number of publications in which 344 

publications are from UNOCHA, 202 

publications are joint efforts of UN agencies 

in Nepal followed by other agencies 

contributing significant publications in UN 

Digital Repository in Nepal (UNDRN). Table 

2 has a list of UN agencies with their 

contribution of UN publication in 2015.  

UNDRN is search engine of central 

collection of UN publications produced by 

UN in Nepal which was designed only for 

Nepal. UNDRN has currently more than 6 

thousands publications which is being 

browsed approximately 5,000 time per day 

and more than 2500 users are registered 

who can use all services of – downloading, 

web services, mobile services and search 

engine – provided by UNDRN. Many users 

are individuals including organizational 

users who have already downloaded more 

than 17,000 documents since the launching 

date of UNDRN in June 2015.  

Most downloaded publications are the 

Constitution of Nepal in Nepali downloaded 

211 times, and followed by the English 

version which was downloaded 209 times, 

and other publications are downloaded less 

than 200 times. Table 3 has listed 

publications which has been downloaded 

more than 50 times.  

Such statistics of user activities and 

behaviors generated by UNDRN are note 

worthy while making plan and determining 

usability of publications and reports which 

were tended to be published only in digital 

form rather than hardcopy. For example: 

A review on Nepal Specific UN Publications 

1393  

publications in 2015... 

www.un.info.np  

23   
UN agencies in Nepal... 

920   
reports of disaster relief... 

2500  

registered users... 

5000   
times hits per day... 
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more than 1000 publications and reports 

have been published during post disaster in 

Nepal but only few reports and publications 

where published in hardcopy. Most of them 

are published online and can be found in 

UNDRN.  

Methodology of result: UNDRN team came 

with these result with specific methods of 

tracking publications produced by UN 

agencies using digital repository (digital 

library) system and its statistical data. The 

team captures all available UN publications 

from websites/UN communication focal 

persons and develops information of the 

publication to catalogue those publications 

into UNDRN with UN thesaurus protocol 

making such public at global reach. 

SN Thematic Group No. of Publication 

1 Disaster Prevention, Preparedness And Relief 920 

2 Development 95 

3 Food And Nutrition 42 

4 Social Development 30 

5 Population Dynamics 29 

6 Disease Prevention And Control 18 

7 Agricultural Economics And Policy; Rural Sociology 17 

8 Comprehensive Health Services 14 

9 Maintenance Of Peace And Security 13 

10 Educational Policy And Planning 12 

11 Human Rights 12 

12 Welfare And Social Services 12 

13 Banking And Investment 11 

14 Environment 11 

15 Special Categories Of Workers 9 

16 Diseases And Carriers Of Diseases 8 

17 Employment Promotion And Planning 7 

18 Advancement Of Women 6 

19 Documentation, Library And Information Sciences And Reference Works 6 

20 Documents 6 

21 General And National Law 6 

22 Labour Relations 6 

23 Protection Of And Assistance To Refugees And Displaced Persons 6 

24 Crime And Criminal Justice 5 

25 Protection Of Intellectual And Cultural Property 5 

26 Special Humanitarian Operations 5 

27 Trade In Commodities 5 

28 Conditions Of Employment 4 

29 Crop Management 4 

30 Discrimination 4 

31 Family Planning 4 

32 Communication And Mass Media 3 

33 Economic Conditions 3 

34 Environmental Health 3 

35 Land, Plant And Soil Resources 3 

36 Political And Legal Questions 3 

37 Settlement Planning 3 

38 Social Science Disciplines And Methodologies 3 

39 Agricultural Sciences, Engineering And Education 2 

40 Art, Literature And Music 2 

41 Economic Theory 2 

42 Educational Systems 2 

43 Management 2 

44 Narcotic Drugs 2 

45 Non Formal Education 2 

46 Philosophy And Religion 2 

47 Political Conditions, Institutions, Movements 2 

48 Others (21 Thematic Groups) 21 

Total 1393 

Table 1. : UN Publications List in 2015: Thematic Group  
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Table 2. : UN Publications List in 2015: UN 

Agencies  

Agency No. Publication 

UNOCHA 344 

UN 202 

WFP 157 

UNRCHCO (UNRCO) 125 

WHO 88 

UNIC 82 

UNICEF 72 

FAO 65 

UNDP 40 

IOM 39 

ILO 36 

UNESCO 30 

UNFPA 23 

UNWOMEN 21 

UNCDF 14 

UNHABITAT 13 

UNHCR 8 

IFAD 8 

UNAIDS 8 

UNODC 7 

UNRCPD 4 

UNV 4 

UNOHCHR 3 

Total 1393 

Title 
Downloaded 
Frequency 

नेपालको संविधान, २०७२ प्रारम्भिक मस्यौदा (Constitution of Nepal, 

2072 - Preliminary Draft - in Nepali) 
211 

Constitution Of Nepal 2072 (Unofficial Translation in English) 209 

Human Development Report 2015 195 

Constitution of Nepal, 2072 - Preliminary Draft (Unofficial Trans-
lation in English) 

179 

Bagar Farming (Baluwa kheti) In River Banks Of Nepal 165 

UN Nepal Mobile Apps (Android #v1.0 R2) 119 

Impacts of Leasehold Forestry on Livelihoods and Forest Man-
agement 

110 

Nepal Millennium Development Goals 87 

A Resource Material on Education and Federalism in Nepal 
2014 

61 

Human Development Report 2013 58 

Report of the Secretary-General on the request of Nepal for 
United Nations assistance in support of its peace process 

55 

Nepal Conflict Report 2012 54 

Trends In Sustainable Development: Chemicals, Mining, 
Transport And Waste Management 

54 

मौललक ज्ञान तथा लसपहरु 53 

Table 3: A list of more than 50 times downloaded publications since launching date of 

June 2015 

For further information and technical assistance: Rajendra Man Banepali, UN Information Centre, E-mail: banepali@un.org 
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A boy is reading a book in a serene place in Nuwakot reflecting his passion and 

love towards education.  

Photo: Rajendra Man Banepali, UN Information Centre, Nepal 
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